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I am a highly experienced front-end developer with a passion for building great companies and creating high-quality
so�tware. I have been working in the field since 2017, and I have a wealth of experience in developing products,
designing frontend applications, and implementing so�tware patterns and architecture. I have worked on large zero-
to-one SAAS projects at unicorn, decacorn, and billion-dollar companies, and have gained a wealth of knowledge and
best practices from my experiences.

Motivation

My motivation is driven by a passion for creating high-quality so�tware for my company. And giving my experience to 
my collegues. I also like tos hare my experience with the community by writing articles. In frontend development 
everything get more complex and easier in time. As a part of this community I want to develop to solve these complex 
problems and make this easier than today. And also the other best motivated thing is thriving on the challenge of 
solving complex problems and seeing my work come to life in a polished, functional end-product.

Professional Experience

06/2022 – present
New York, USA

Smartgi�t, Senior Frontend Developer

Tech Stacks: TypeScript, Jira, nx, react-query, formik, react-hook-form, Gitlab, Next.js, 
GitHub, Node.js, styled-components, JavaScript, React.js, Material UI
Projects;

•hero-dashboard (Gi�ting service)
•hero-recipient (Gi�ting service)
•smart-checkout-dashboard (Gi�ting service)
•smart-checkout-recipient (Gi�ting service)
•smartgi�t-ui-library (Npm UI library)

02/2021 – 06/2022
Istanbul, Turkey

Getir, Frontend Engineer II

Tech Stacks: Javascript, React, Next.js, Node.js, Strapi, Storybook, Redux, Redux saga, 
AWS Cloudwatch, NPM, Bitbucket, Jira, Slack, Github
Projects;

•Getir Web (Grocery service)
•Getir Yemek (Food service) | getir.com/yemek
•GetirUI (Npm UI library)
•Getir Strapi CMS (Static web pages)

09/2020 – 02/2021
Istanbul, Turkey

Maxithings, Frontend Developer

Tech Stacks: React, Typescript, Next.js, node-sass (for styling), redux, redux-thunk, 
gitlab, gitlab ci, cypress, WebSocket
Projects;

•iyifiyat (E-commerce) | iyifiyat.com.tr

tel:+905534088244
mailto:mucahidyazar@gmail.com
https://www.smartgift.com/
https://getir.com/


02/2018 – 09/2020
Istanbul, Turkey

Granobra, Frontend Developer

Tech Stacks: React, Typescript, Next.js, node-sass (for styling), redux, redux-thunk, vercel
Projects;

•Biletsepeti (Travel service) | iyifiyat.com.tr
•Donut App
•Calendar App

Istanbul, Turkey https://mucahid.dev, Freelancer

Tech Stacks: React, Typescript, Next.js, scss, redux, redux-thunk, react-query, aws, vercel, 
github, github work�lows
Projects;

•Cengturkey (Community platform) | https://cengturkey.com
•CrafsmanCNC (Metal Industry) | https://cra�tsmancnc.com
•Smartgi�t (Gi�ting platform / Landing Page) | https://www.smartgi�t.com
•Torun Holding (Landing page) | https://torunholding.com

What do I offer you?

•Pixel perfect and fully responsive applications
•Best practises of frontend community and Getir I learnt so far
•Good code-based projects and you wont need to refactor it
•Documented projects so having good and smooth �low for anyone
•Analyzing and monitoring your frontend applications and taking action before time is too late
•Experience worked on the projects that has millions requests each day
•Accessible forms and applications
•Full automated work�low your frontend applications with CI/CD and your deployment tool
•Applying similar codebases and single source of truth

What problems did I solve so far?

•Multi language URLs (/about | /hakkinda)
•Number input problem (It is little complicated to tell here but I can give a link similar to this topic ) 
•Server-side multi language support without using any library (I applied this without package some package 
problems on serverside)
•Single source of truth for everhthing, for your code bases, for your documentations, for your engineer habits of the 
company. (folder structure, naming convention, message convention etc…)
•Created a UI library as a unique library for my company
•Created a company and engineering culture from scratch for a startup. I built their documentation as a template, 
teach them some daily and development habits.

Hobby

Out of the work I like playing video games, listening and watching to the sea, trekking and reading. I also like cooking. 
I always try to cook and bake new recipes at the weekends. I can also say my favorite drinks are herbal teas, Latte and 
my  favorite desert anything with chocolate :). And I can’t  pass before to tell you that I am really süper fan of middle 
earth. I like so much anything about middle earth, boks, movies, games etc. (not Rings of Power of Amazon :))

Education

2017 – 2019
Istanbul, Turkey

Maltepe University, Occupational Health And Safety

2006 – 2010
Istanbul, Turkey

Pendik Alparslan High School

https://www.granobra.com/
https://technology.blog.gov.uk/2020/02/24/why-the-gov-uk-design-system-team-changed-the-input-type-for-numbers

